Measurements performed on all-ferromagnetic bilayer systems and supported by model calculation results are used to compare different exchange bias characterization methods. We demonstrate that the accuracy of the conventional two-point technique based on measuring the sum of the coercive fields depends on the symmetry properties of hysteresis loops. On the other hand, the recently proposed center of mass method yields results independent of the hysteresis loop type and coincides with the two-point measurement only if the loops are symmetric. Our experimental and simulation results clearly demonstrate a strong correlation between loop asymmetry and the difference between these methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of exchange bias commonly refers to the observation of a hysteresis loop shift in ferromagneticantiferromagnetic compound structures. 1 More recently, such a shift was also observed in all-ferromagnetic bilayer systems 2, 3 obtained by coupling two ferromagnetic thin films. Conventionally, the exchange bias effect is quantified by determining the sum of the coercive fields from a hysteresis loop. Such a two-point ͑TP͒ measurement is well justified for exchange biased loops that exhibit time reversal symmetry. The bias fields determined from any two complementary points on such loops are then equivalent. This simple analysis scheme as well as the general notion that a single bias field is sufficient to describe the exchange bias phenomenon, however, fails, if observed hysteresis loops have asymmetrical reversal, as is frequently the case. 4 Then, different complementary points on the loop yield different values for the bias field.
We recently proposed an alternative to the TP characterization scheme, called center of mass ͑c.m.͒ method. 5 The c.m. method is based on analyzing the entire hysteresis loop and takes the loop asymmetry into account. Initially, this method has been developed and tested using a model for all-ferromagnetic exchange bias structures, in which the layers were antiferromagnetically coupled ͑AFC͒. In the present analysis, we study the relation between TP and c.m. methods using experimental data for such an AFC bilayer system and compare the results with model calculations. It is shown, experimentally and numerically, that while both methods coincide and give accurate results for symmetric hysteretic loops, the presence of the loop asymmetry results in an ambiguity of TP measurement. Good qualitative agreement between the model calculation and the experiment is clearly demonstrated, which suggests that the developed model indeed captures the essential physics of exchange bias and allows for a reliable comparison of the different measurement methodologies.
Although we validate the c.m. method using only allferromagnetic exchange bias systems, we believe our findings to be generally applicable, i.e., also to conventional ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic compound structures.
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II. AFC: EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION
The bilayer structures used in our experiment consist of a 15 nm thick hard magnetic CoPtCrB film layer ͑HL͒-the tuning layer-which is antiferromagnetically ͑AF͒ coupled by means of 6 Å thick Ru interlayer to a 1 -2 nm thick CoCr film-the tunable soft magnetic layer ͑SL͒. Similar AF coupled bilayer structures have been utilized as disk recording media for the past five years due to their superior stability and performance characteristics. 6 A schematic of this structure can be seen in Fig. 1 , which also displays experimentally measured SL hysteresis loops for two different states of the adjacent HL. As shown, the hysteretic portions of these loops can be shifted from the coordinate origin by a bias field ͑H TP denotes the bias field obtained by the TP method͒, which is a result of the AF coupling between the layers and depends on the HL remanent magnetization M r . Both curves are closed, which verifies that the two layers have clearly separated switching field distributions, as previously demonstrated. 2, 3 Thus, an arbitrary HL magnetization state can be set at high magnetic fields in the first step ͑the bias setting step͒ and subsequently the hysteresis properties of the SL can be measured at low fields without perturbing the HL magnetization state. Details of the tuning methodology that was used to gradually vary the exchange bias of the magnetic soft layer are described in greater detail elsewhere. 7 For the purpose of the present study, training effects can be safely ignored due to their rather small size in AFC bilayer structures.
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III. MODEL OF EXCHANGE BIAS IN AFC
We have developed a simple model for the AFC bilayer structure used in the present study that allows for complete simulations of exchange biased hysteresis loops. Since the details of the model have been discussed elsewhere, 5 we will only briefly review its main features here. The tuned ͑SL͒ and the tuning ͑HL͒ grains are modeled as Ising spins, which are coupled to each other by an antiferromagnetic interaction J a ͑x͒ assumed to exhibit lateral variations, i.e., to depend on the local position x. Correspondingly, the local exchange bias field h ex ͑x͒, acting onto the SL grains, depends only on the local value of J a ͑x͒ and on the HL magnetic moment at x ͑which is normalized and for simplicity assumed to take only the values ±1͒. The overall exchange bias on SL is described by a probability density function ͑h ex ͒, which can be expressed as
Here P +/− are the probabilities for the HL magnetic moment at the position x to be either +1 or −1, and is the probability density for interlayer exchange coupling J a . While is a fixed material property, the functions P + and P − depend on the HL magnetization M r and consequently on the external field history. Although the overall exchange bias on the SL is determined by the entire distribution , we will define a single field description H ex corresponding to the mean of :
͑2͒
The field H ex expresses an average exchange bias on the SL and it can be shown that it also represents the mean field approximation to the interface energy resulting from the interlayer coupling between the layers in AFC media.
The bias field obtained by TP method H TP should ideally correspond to the mean field H ex calculated from ͑2͒. However, since H TP is determined by averaging over the coercive fields of the hysteresis loops, it is related to the median, and not the mean of the bias field distribution . The equality H TP =−H ex ͑the "Ϫ" sign is needed since, e.g., positive mean bias results in negative hysteresis loop shift͒ is expected to hold only for symmetric loops ͑symmetric ͒, but if the loops are asymmetric ͑asymmetric ͒, as is frequently the case, the field H TP is no longer expected to correspond to the mean bias.
IV. CENTER OF MASS METHOD
The center of mass method on the other hand is designed to determine the mean bias H ex directly from the hysteresis loop measurement as outlined by the following argument: Assume initially a simple noninteracting grain picture of the tuned SL layer, with grains having negligible anisotropy. The switching of grains will then be governed only by the magnitude of the local bias fields given by . The dependence of the SL magnetization M SL on the external field H can then be written as
with M SL being a normalized quantity and thus varying between ±1. Note that due to the absence of intergrain interactions and negligible anisotropy of the individual grains, relation ͑3͒ is not hysteretic. Differentiating ͑3͒ with respect to H gives dM SL =−2͑−H͒dH, which after inserting into ͑2͒ yields
Relation ͑4͒ allows determining the mean H ex of the bias field distribution from the magnetization curve by simple integration along the magnetization axis. In the presence of hysteresis, Eq. ͑4͒ is applied to both the increasing and decreasing hysteresis loop branches, for clarity denoted respectively as
and the bias effect is calculated as an average
The method ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ approximates a mean of the effective bias field distribution , i.e., its center of mass, hence the name. 
V. LOOP ASYMMETRY COEFFICIENT
If the hysteresis loop is asymmetric then h i ͑M SL ͒ + h d ͑−M SL ͒ = ␥ 0 and ␥ can be viewed as a point measure of the loop asymmetry. Integrating ͉␥͉ over the entire magnetization axis yields an asymmetry coefficient
upon applying expression ͑6͒ for H c.m. . The coefficient ⌫ is measured in units of an applied magnetic field. Taking ͉␥͉Ϸ2H C SL ͑H C SL being a typical coercivity of the SL loop͒ as the worst case example of an asymmetric loop, ͑7͒ yields the maximum asymmetry coefficient ⌫ m Ϸ 4H C SL . Thus, the values of ⌫ are expected to vary between 0 for symmetric and ⌫ m for extremely asymmetric loops.
VI. RESULTS
As discussed in Sec. II, different SL hysteresis loops can be obtained in AFC bilayer systems by presetting the state of the HL. In the present experiment, the HL was initially set to a full negative saturation with M r / M r max = −1. Its magnetization has then been stepwise increased towards positive saturation while recording the SL low field hysteresis loop at each step. Then we used simulations to identify the model parameters that would achieve a reasonable agreement with our experimental data, and verified that the H c.m. agrees with H ex reasonably well for all HL states. 5 Since H ex is not accessible in experiments, we will view H c.m. as a reference measure instead and study the differences between H TP and H c.m. ͑Er TP,c.m. = ͉H TP − H c.m. ͉ / H TP max ͒. Such measurements are shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , and compared with the results of our model calculation in Fig. 2͑b͒ . As we can see from this comparison, the two curves are qualitatively very similar with Er TP,c.m. being zero for the M r = 0 point in both cases. Intuitively, such behavior is expected because at this point the probabilities for HL moments being in positive and negative states must be equal, i.e., P + = P − =1/2. According to expression ͑1͒, therefore, the distribution is symmetric with zero mean, independent of the choice of . As a result, an average bias H ex acting on the SL vanishes and the associated SL loop does not shift. Additionally, due to the symmetry of any SL loop corresponding to M r = 0 is expected to be symmetric. This conclusion is supported by the results plotted in Figs. 2͑c͒ and 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
By comparing experimental and model calculation results for exchange bias, we demonstrated that the conventional two-point methodology of exchange bias measurements does not yield an accurate description of the average bias effect if the corresponding hysteresis loops are asymmetric. On the other hand, our recently proposed center of mass method has been shown to compensate much better for such loop asymmetry. Good qualitative agreement between modeled and experimental data suggests that our model captures the essential physics of the phenomena very well.
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